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'hard-headed and peremptory. Today it is apt to be thought

old-fashio ed and unimaginative. But, perhaps, this diffi-

. culty ma be evaded by	 fering; two answers.

To those, ten, that are slow to change,

I shop d say that kn_owle ge stands above utility and that

I ha e, I feel, a contr button to make pyincipally to the

me od of philosophy it also, in Bubo 'inate fashion, to

t e theory of science, to the analyst of ordinary modes of

houeht, to the tea'oher's task of m to communicating

Insights, and to,the preacher's o ice of directing religious

feeling..

Still all are not slow to change. I .eel,

it is somewhat difficult to maintain that philosop is a

merely academic pursuit when a renunciation of.N x by the

Kremlin would startle the world. It is equally difficult

to suppose that, if the Kremlin did renounce larx, it would

place its faith in automatic progress. Aft .r all, do we

ourselves any longer believe turnout= tha progress is auto-

matte?

Where, then, do we star ? For we are confronted

by a dilemma. (Knowledge is powers t is power to do and

power to control. As natural science yields pow r over

nature, so human science yields power over men But if

philosophy exists, if an organization of all knowledge exists,

then it must be the basic and immanent source of the direction

and control of power. Are we to my that philosophy does

not exist? Or are we to acknowledge that philosophy is
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the most significant of all practical pursuits?

In fact, philosophy does exist. Other depart-

ments of knowledge settle particular ranges of issues, but

philosophy exerts its sway over all. 	 he reality of that

influence is n t limited to such ex plic rt and militant philo-

sophies as that f Marx. It is merely o'scured in an age

that settles all itimte issues by appea ing to a philosophy

of laisser faire,	 tolerance, and of automatic, evolutionary

progress.

The issue is not whether philo :ophy exists.

It is not whether philosophy is supremely practical. It is

whether we can succeed in so revising the philosophy dominant

in the West that its essential inspiration is retained while

its\obvious inadenuacies a - overcome. We bean by deserting

the o d political economists Then we witnessed too many

evils	 too many unexpected • tar•ters to remain convinced

that pro ,ress is automatic. No' we are witnessing a challenge

to tolera_ce itself. On the orac ical level there is the

unpleasant uestion of how far we ,7'n tolerate those that seem

to have no intention of tolerating us. On the theoretical

level there i the power 6 over men offered by human science.

Are we to suppose that that power will not be used? it?;4nd

if it is used in a deliberate, communal mā' ing of man by 22.n,

in whose image and likeness is man to be made?

A study of human understanding is primarily

a study of methods. Its bearing on concrete policies is by

implication rather than by direct pronouncements. Still
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